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Mewshop Presents New Final Cut Pro X Update at CreateSphere Super Summit
Published on 09/21/11
Manhattan Edit Workshop is pleased to present legendary FCP guru Evan Schechtman to
demonstrate the new Final Cut Pro 10.0.1 release at CreateSphere New York's Super Summit 2
- State of the NLE - taking place tonight from 6:30pm to 9:30pm at The New Yorker Hotel's
Crystal Ballroom. In addition to the learning about the new features in the Final Cut Pro
10.0.1 release, attendees will have a chance to win Mewshop's brand new Final Cut Pro X
training tutorial.
New York, New York - Manhattan Edit Workshop (Mewshop), the cutting-edge authorized
digital training destination for post-production and content creators, is pleased to
present legendary FCP guru Evan Schechtman to demonstrate the new Final Cut Pro 10.0.1
release at CreateSphere New York's Super Summit 2 - State of the NLE - taking place
tonight from 6:30pm to 9:30pm at The New Yorker Hotel's Crystal Ballroom.
In addition to the learning about the new features in the Final Cut Pro 10.0.1 release,
attendees will have a chance to win Mewshop's brand new Final Cut Pro X training tutorial.
Mewshop will launch the new Final Cut Pro X online training series "Classroom in a Cup" on
September 22, 2011. A no holds barred tutorial, Mewshop's Josh Apter and Apple(R)
Certified Trainer Ari Feldman teach the ins-and-outs of Final Cut Pro X with candid
commentary about the radical changes - the good, the bad, and the ugly - with special
focus on the immense potential offered in one of the industry's most beloved editing
applications.
For more information, please visit Manhattan Edit Workshop online. Mewshop offers student
loans for courses totaling more than $2,500. Students may take a combination of courses
together, or a single course that equals that amount. Please call 212-414-9570 or email
Jason for details about our available payment plans.
Mewshop:
http://www.mewshop.com
CreateSphere:
http://createasphere.com/En/entertainment-technology-expo-nyc-schedule.html

Manhattan Edit Workshop was founded in 2002 with the goal of providing cutting-edge
editing instruction on Apple, Adobe(R) and Avid(R) platforms. In 2011 Mewshop added Avid
Pro Tools(R) 9 training to its already impressive curriculum. Mewshop's signature Six-Week
Intensive is a jump-start for anyone looking for a career in editing, while weekend and
one-week courses introduce and solidify core-editing concepts. Corporate and group
training offers a customized curriculum, either in-house or on-site, for professionals
eager to learn a new skill or to build on existing ones. The facility's focus on small
workshops, highly skilled and certified faculty, and a results-oriented curriculum, have
quickly won it the reputation as New York's premier post production teaching facility.
Copyright (C) 2011 Manhattan Edit Workshop. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo and
Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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